
Hako Scrubmaster B25

1. Disconnect mains plug of the charger from outlet and fasten to holder 1.

2. Pull the filling opening cap 2 towards you and remove it and fill the clear

water tank 3. Control the filling level by the filling level indicator 4.

3. Turn the machine on by keeping button 5 pressed approx. 3 sec.

4. Adjust the height of the operating bar with the locking lever 6.

5. Switch suction turbine on with button 8 (corresponding symbol 9 in the

display) and water with button 10 (corresponding symbol 11 in the display).

6. Use the starting handle 12 to switch on the cleaning functions.

7. Push the machine forwards. Use button 10 to adjust the water (if

necesssary).

NOTE! Make sure that pad/brush is installed!!!

OPERATION:

Quolified persons only are authorised to operate the machine!

The machine is not designed for coarse material! Floor area sweeping before!

Use only cleaning agents suitable for authomatic machines (low-foaming)!

Please pay attention to the informations in the instruction manual!
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Daily maintenance: 

➢ Empty clear water tank via the draining

opening 1.

➢ Empty soiled water tank 2 from hose 3

and clean soiled water tank. Check and 

clean tank lid and lid sealing 4.

➢ Check suction filter 5 in the soiled

water tank, clean if required.

➢ Park the machine in the park position 6

over the floor drain and rinse suction

hose/ suction pipe 7 from pipe 8.

➢ Clean the squeegee 9.

➢ Keep the machine in the park position 

and remove brush/pad holder by keeping

button 10 pressed until brush/pad holder

has been decoupled. Check brush/pad for 

wearing and clean it.

➢ Park the machine in the park position 6. 

Charge battery (take plug from holder and 

connect with outlet). 

Turn off the machine before maintenance!

Please pay attention to the informations in the instruction manual, 

you can find manual by reading QR-code.

MAINTENANCE AND CARE:
Weekly maintenance: 

➢ Check and clean brush head / 

sealing strip 12.

➢ Check and clean clear water filter 13.

➢ Clean the machine from outside.

➢ Check squeegee 9 sealing strips and 

turn or replace them if necessary.

Suction result is bad:

o Suction hose 7 or squeegee 9 is

blocked.

o Locking cap of the soiled water drain

hose 3 is open.

o Tank lid sealing 4 of the soiled water

tank is defect or tank lid is open.

Hako Scrubmaster B25
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